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What are these notes for?
These notes provide guidance on how to complete the online application form for the
following:

•

Project Viability Grants

•

Project Development Grants

•

Capital Work Grants. There are additional requirements for these grants. Please
look out for Capital Work Grants as you go through the notes for additional
guidance.

Please read these notes in full to understand the information you will need to provide
when you make your application. As well as the questions on the form, you will need to
upload supporting documents as attachments.
Please also check the application deadlines on our website. These vary depending on
which type and size of grant you are requesting. Applications seeking more than £10,000
are decided quarterly, whilst smaller applications are decided more quickly.

Using our online application form
You do not need to complete the application in one go: please follow the instructions at the
start of the online form to Save your work as you go, and later Resume a partly completed
application later. We encourage you to use the Word document version of the application
form to compile your answers in advance and then copy and paste into the online form.
A number of questions have specific word limits to encourage concise answers; please write
as much as necessary up to this maximum. It is important to stick to these since any text that
exceeds this will not appear in your submitted application. If preparing your answers offline
first, please note that word counts may be calculated slightly differently in the online form,
so it is advisable to stop a little short of the maximum word count for each question.
Once you have submitted your form online, a copy will be emailed to the main contact
address you have entered on the form, so that you will be able to retain this for reference.
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What happens once your
application is submitted?
We will send you an acknowledgement to let you know that we have received your application. We
may have queries during our assessment and if so will get in touch. We may also want to visit your
building if we have not visited prior to your application. We will assess your application according to
the criteria set out in the Grant Guidance, taking into consideration the information provided in your
application form and supporting documents. The guidance in these Help Notes explains what we
are looking for and what you need to tell us to help us make a decision.

What to tell us
In your application you will be asked to tell us more about your organisation, your building
and plans for it, the place where it is located, and the work and costs you want us to fund.
In addition, you will be asked to provide supporting documents - there is a Checklist at the
end of these Notes. Combined with your application answers, this information will help us
to decide whether or not to offer a grant.
The numbers below refer to the question number in the application form. Where a
question is not included below, this is because the answer should be self-evident. The word
limits where applicable are indicated in [ ].
Capital Work Grants
Where you see this in the notes, there is additional guidance on what we want to understand
about these project proposals. It is important to tell us about these aspects of your plans.
We want these projects to demonstrate how the diverse set of challenges facing historic
buildings and their place in society could be tackled. We will take into account geographical
spread, building type, end use(s), the type of delivery organisation and the nature of any
partnerships.

Section 0: Grant Type & Location
0.1

Which grant you are applying for.
You can choose only one. We do not accept applications for more than one type of
grant at the same time. Please contact us if you are not sure which grant best fits
your needs.
Capital Work Grants applications
Please select “Transformational Project Grant” from the list.

0.2

AHF

Which region or nation the project is located in?
We can only support projects located in England, Scotland, Northern Ireland or
Wales. If your organisation is legally based in a different nation to where the project
location is, please select the area that corresponds to the project location.
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Section 1: About your organisation
1.5

Legal status of your organisation.
A drop-down list of eligible applications will appear. If you are not yet formally
incorporated as a legal entity, please use the Other category. In this case, we would
consider an application for a Project Viability Grant only: for all other grants you
must be an incorporated not-for-private- profit organisation. If your organisation
is not a registered charity then it must have an adequate dissolution clause or asset
lock in place. This is a provision in the governing document to protect its assets. It
means that if the organisation is wound up any assets must be transferred to a
similar not-for-profit organisation (or nominated asset-locked body) once creditors
have been paid.
Helps us to: Check if you are eligible for our funding.

1.7

Is your organisation a member of any national networks or umbrella
organisations?
Tell us about: At 1.7a, tell us if you are a member of the Heritage Trust Network and
at 1.7b, add any memberships you have, for example, Development Trusts
Association Wales, Association of Independent Museums, the Plunkett Foundation
or any others.
Helps us to: Understand whether you engage more widely in the sector and take up
opportunities to learn from others.

1.8

Briefly describe your organisation’s main purpose and regular activities [250
words]
Tell us about: The key aims set out in your governing document and what you
currently do to achieve these, plus examples of past achievements. If you are a new
organisation, explain what you have done to date to set-up and build your
organisation.
Helps us to: Understand what you are setting out to achieve as an organisation, your
track-record and potential. We recognise that you may be at an early stage of
development, but will want to see that you have a clear mission for your
organisation. We also want to identify whether there is support and advice we can
offer to help your organisation to develop.

1.10

AHF

Contact details
The contacts should be people who will have an ongoing involvement in the project,
authorised to speak on behalf of your organisation and in a position to respond to
requests for further information if needed. If one of the contacts is a member of
staff, the other should be a member of your Board. We will generally contact the first
person whose details you provide. This contact will also receive a copy of the
submitted application by email.
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1.11

Please summarise how your organisation will manage the grant-funded work and
what skills and experience you can draw on [up to 300 words]
Tell us about: The structure of your organisation, including the make-up of your
governing board, staffing or volunteers and any project management structure you
have put in place. Explain how you will keep track of the progress and quality of the
funded work. Who will make key decisions and how will risks be managed? What
skills and experience can you draw on?
If you are planning to undertake your project in partnership with another
organisation, then please discuss this with our Team prior to application. We will
need to see a Partnership Agreement or Memorandum of Understanding which
sets out in detail how the partnership will work.
Helps us to: Understand your capacity as an organisation to take forward the funded
work successfully. It will also help us identify where any help and support may be
needed.
Capital Work Grants
We will want to see that the organisation has the capability to deliver a capital
project of the kind proposed.

Section 2: About the building
2.3

We consider long term lease to be equivalent to outright ownership; if the building
is owned outright, select Freehold; if there is a time limit or other restriction on the
scope of your ownership, select Leasehold and give further information in the box
in 2.4.

2.4

If the building is not yet in the ownership of your organisation
Tell us about: Your prospects for acquiring the building and physical access to it:
outline your anticipated route to ownership and point you have reached eg.
• Is the owner willing to sell or otherwise transfer the building to you? What stage
have your negotiations reached? Can you access it for survey purposes?
• Is the local authority prepared to use enforcement action if necessary to secure
ownership and transfer the building to you, or have they accepted you as preferred
bidder for the transfer of the asset?
• If you are using the Community Right to Bid process, explain what stage you are
at. If you have invoked your Right to Bid, what isthe end date of the moratorium
on sale on the open market?
You will need to provide written evidence of the above from the owner or other
relevant body. We will look for greater certainty on the prospect of gaining
ownership of the building depending on which grant you are seeking:
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• Project Viability Grants: a letter from the owners confirming their willingness in
principle to sell and to grant access.
• Project Development Grants: draft Heads of Terms for a sale.
We expect you to plan to either own the building outright, or to have a long-term,
full repairing, fully assignable lease of a minimum of 25 years.
Helps us to: Confirm that your organisation has a realistic chance of being able to
acquire the building and that you will have sufficient access to be able to carry out
the development work.
2.8

Please specify the relevant demographic statistics for the postcode area
containing your building using your national IMD data as a source [Rank number]
[Decile]
On the Wales Index for Multiple Deprivation website (wimd.gov.wales) enter the
postcode of the building, and note the summary statistics for the selected data zone.
Enter the Overall rank in the Rank number box, and Decile number in the Decile box.
Helps us to: Establish the demographics of the immediate community that your
project is likely to serve.

2.10

Please provide a brief description of the building, its use, heritage value and
importance to the community [up to 300 words]
Tell us about: The design, layout and construction of the building, its age and
heritage significance. If the building is not listed, describe what makes it of
heritage significance. Explain how the building has been used at different times
and currently. How is it valued by the community?
Helps us to: Understand what the building is and its circumstances, bearing in
mind we may not have visited. It also helps us to understand the significance of the
building.

Section 3: About your project
3.1

Outline your ideas or plans for the building: summarise the capital work needed
and how the building could or will be used [up to 300 words]
Tell us about: Your ideas for the use of the building. At Project Viability stage, these
are likely to be possibilities you want to test through the grant-funded work. At
Project Development stage, you will already have identified your preferred option.
Summarise what work is expected to be needed, both repairs and adaptation, to
enable the building to be used in the way you are planning.
Helps us to: Understand whether your project has the potential to regenerate a
historic building in a way that retains its heritage value, while introducing viable new
uses.

3.2 - 3.7 What do you expect to be the final uses(s) of the completed building, and enter
statistics about the end uses and their scale.
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We do not expect you to be able to be precise on the exact amount of floorspace or
jobs to be created; we are looking for an estimate of your current thinking about
what your project could achieve, making your best guess based on currently
available information. We will ask you this again when the project is further
developed.
Helps us to: Understand the scale of the potential social and economic benefits of
your project; allow us to collect statistics to report to our own funders.
Capital Work Grants
You will need to have in place a well-developed model and detailed plans for the
future use and operation of your building. We will also want to see design proposals
that offer a creative and high-quality solution to adapting your building for new uses,
combined with a conservation-led approach to repair and conversion. High quality
means projects that are sympathetic to the heritage value of the building, whilst
being creative and enhancing the quality of place and streetscape. Projects that do
not appear to be good value for money will not be supported. You will need to
provide a Business Plan plus information on the design proposals in your supporting
documents.
3.8

Explain how the project will benefit people, identifying what need and demand
this will meet [up to 250 words]
Tell us about: Who will use your project, describing which sections of the community
will benefit from it, identifying those affected by disadvantage, referring to the
Indices of Multiple Deprivation where relevant. Explain what research you have
done to identify the demand from these users and how it will meet their needs. This
might include tackling gaps in current service provision, or responding to changes in
the local area. Explain the jobs, training and/or volunteering opportunities that will
be created. Explain other ways that people will benefit, such as improved wellbeing, backed by evidence that this is needed.
Helps us to: Understand the potential social impact of your plans, and the likelihood
that they will be sustainable for the long-term, by meeting a clearly identified need
and demand.

3.9

Explain how your project could contribute to the revitalisation of the local area
[up to 350 words]
Tell us about: The issues affecting the vitality of the place where your building is
located, such as economic and social factors, appearance of the townscape. Refer
to external evidence where possible, such as whether the location has Assisted
Area Status. Explain how your building relates to the immediate local area; is it an
important feature; is it in a central location or at a gateway that will draw people in
to the place? If in a more rural context, explain how your building sits within the
wider landscape setting. Explain how your plans for the building will have a positive
impact e.g. introducing new sustainable uses, increasing footfall and economic
activity, improving the quality of the place. Tell us how this links with any wider
strategic initiative for this place.
Helps us to: Understand the potential of your project to contribute to the broader
revitalisation of a place, beyond the building itself.
Capital Work Grants
We will want to see that the project will make a positive impact on the vitality and
distinctiveness of the local area. This may include: introducing new uses not
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previously typical here and offering new opportunities for local people; bringing
vacant floor space or whole buildings into use.
3.10

Is there a wider initiative underway or planned to regenerate the locality?
A drop-down list of possible initiatives will appear. If you do not know what is in
place in your area, it will be important to investigate, including talking to relevant
organisations locally, to find out.

3.11

How do you know that your plans for the building will be economically viable?
[up to 200 words]
(If you selected Project Viability Grant as the scheme you are applying for, this
question will not appear on the form as it is not applicable to you.)
Tell us about: The work and research you have done to test the long-term viability
of the proposed use. If you have already submitted a Viability Appraisal produced
through a grant from us, you can simply refer to this. But otherwise you will need
to provide supporting evidence of viability - see Checklist.
Helps us to: Understand the potential for your project to prove sustainable in the
long term.

Section 4: Grant request and financial information
4.1

Describe the work you want us to support with this grant [up to 250 words]
Tell us about: The specific work you plan to undertake with the help of our grant. If
you are applying for viability or development work refer to the list of costs we can
consider in the Programme Guide. Describe the main items, referring to which types
of professional will undertake them and what they will produce (this should align
with the numerical costs set out in Qu 4.10 below). Also explain any work that will
be undertaken by volunteers, such as research and community consultation and any
costs involved. We do not pay for volunteer time, but we can pay for the cost of
venue hire, materials etc. We can also contribute to reasonable staff costs and
overheads for voluntary sector organisations, calculated on a Full Cost Recovery
basis (you will need to show how any allocation of overheads has been
calculated - see the National Council for Voluntary Organisations Know How
website for guidance).
Helps us to: Understand what your grant request is for and consider whether it
represents good value for money. We will also consider whether your timescale is
realistic.
Capital Work Grants
Please provide a brief description, explaining the key works involved. Please explain
what stage you have reached in planning these works e.g. fully detailed designs and
specification prepared. Please explain how you have arrived at the cost figures e.g.
cost plan prepared by your Quantity Survey or tenders from contractors. You will
be asked to provide further details in the supporting documents to show there is
a convincing case that the building will be restored and brought into use. This could
include buildings in “meanwhile use”, provided work to ensure the building is safe,
wind and weather-tight will have been completed.

4.2
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Explain how this work will help you to move forward. [up to 200 words]
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Tell us about: How this work will helptheprojectmovetothenextstage?Howwillithelpyoumake
decisionsortakestepstoprogresstheproject?What will have changed or been achieved as a
result of the work happening?
Helps us to: Understand why you need our funding and whether you are taking a
sound approach to moving the project forward.
4.3

Why is it essential for this work to be done now? [up to 150 words]
Tell us about: The urgency of this work. Mention any particular factors affecting this,
such as deadlines you need to meet, time-limited availability of other funding, any
particular threats relating to the condition of the building, circumstances relating to
ownership / acquisition.
Helps us to: Prioritise requests for funding over time.

4.4

What is your organisation’s level of free reserves?
Free reserves are that part of your organisation’s unrestricted funds that is freely
available to spend on any of the organisation’s purposes. This definition excludes
restricted income funds and endowment funds, although holding such funds may
influence an organisation’s reserves policy. Reserves will also normally exclude
tangible fixed assets such as land, buildings and other assets held for the charity’s
use. It also excludes amounts designated for essential future spending.

4.5

Taking account of your financial position, why do you need this grant? [up to 200
words]
Tell us about: Your financial position and why you are unable to meet all the cost of
this work from other sources. If your organisation has significant uncommitted cash
reserves, please explain why these cannot be used, ideally supported by a reserves
policy statement. You will need to provide a copy of your latest accounts as a
supporting document.
Helps us to: Consider if you have a financial need for our funding.

4.7

What is the estimated total capital cost of the project? [£ ]
Here we are looking for an estimate of how much you think will be needed overall
to deliver your entire project – not just the costs you are asking us for now.
Capital Work Grants
If you are applying for a single phase of capital works then this total should be
based on received tenders or, at the very least, cost estimates provided by your
quantity surveyor. If you are following a multiple phased approach to bringing the
building(s) back into use then please provide the total for the phase that is the
focus of this application.

4.8

What is your plan for raising the capital funding required? [up to 50 words]
Tell us about: What potential funders have you identified for the capital work that
the building will need? What work have you done to identify how your project will
fit with their funding requirements and priorities? If you have made any capital
funding applications, provide details in the table below.
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Helps us to: Understand the likelihood of the project proceeding.
4.11

Please list the items of work you would like us to fund and the cost of each:
In this table, enter the main items of work as described at 4.1 above. A typical
application is likely to involve a range of professional services – show each main
service type separately. Indicate the number of days and rate per day for each
professional. If you have not obtained quotations prior to application, these can be
estimated. If a grant is awarded, competitive tenders will be required to be obtained
where the fees of a professional or the cost of an item will exceed £10,000. However,
seeking competitive quotations is also recommended below this threshold so that
you can check value for money. If you are including any overheads based on Full Cost
Recovery, include the total figure and a brief description of what is covered, then
provide a more detailed calculation in a supporting document. If you are asking us
to pay for a proportion of the total costs, please include all relevant costs here.
Capital Work Grants
If you are applying for capital funding use the table to set out the main elements of
the building programme and their cost. If available, a Cost Plan prepared by your
Quantity Surveyor or tenders from building contractors should be provided as
supporting documents.

4.12

Please list the funding secured from other sources or applied for to match a grant
from us
In this table, include the non-AHF grants, other funds raised, and/or your own funds
you expect to be able to put towards the costs included in your application. Do not
include the value of volunteer time or pro bono work.

4.13 Total AHF grant request
Tell us here how much funding you are requesting from us. This amount should
normally be the total cost of development shown in 4.11, minus any match
funding shown in 4.12. For example, if you have shown £20,000 of work in 4.11,
and have secured £10,000 of funds elsewhere listed in 4.12, then the AHF grant
request would normally be £10,000 – 50% of the total development cost.
The form will try to calculate this for you based on what you enter in 4.11 and
4.12; if it is not correct because the situation is more complicated, then you can
override the automatic calculation and enter a requested amount and percentage
of the total manually.
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Section 5: Checklist of supporting documents and Photos
Please upload the supporting documents via the online application form. If you are unable to
upload the supporting documents online, we will accept electronic copies by email or a file
sharing site. If you submitted any documents with a previous application and no changes have
been made since then you do not need to re-send, but please refer to your previous
application.
We recognise that not all of the documents we require may be ready at the time of application.
However, if we award a grant, we will need to see and approve these documents before your
funded work starts.

Essential for all applicants:
1.

Your organisation’s governing document (if not previously supplied).

2.

List of current trustees or directors, and a very brief description of their
roles and relevant experience.

3.

Copy of a minute from a meeting of your organisation’s trustees or directors,
formally recording the decision to take the project forward and apply for a grant
from the AHF.

4.

Your organisation’s latest audited accounts and balance sheet, recent
management accounts (if available) or up-to-date certified financial statement.

5.

At least 6 high quality digital images of the interior and exterior of the
building and any associated community events and activities.

Essential for all applicants except Project Viability Grant applicants
6.

Proof of your organisation’s ownership of the building (e.g. copy of the title deed
from the Land Registry) or evidence that your organisation can acquire the building
(e.g. a letter from the owner indicating a willingness in principle to transfer
ownership to your organisation).

7.

Viability Report, Feasibility Study or Options Appraisal. This should include:
a.

Evidence the proposals are likely to be permissible in planning and
conservation terms (e.g. copy of pre-application advice received from
the local planning authority)

b.

Evidence of community/stakeholder consultation

c.

Market research report / evidence of demand from users

Additional items for Project Development Grants and Capital Work Grants
Your grant request may not include all the items of work indicated, in which case only send
the information if applicable. Supporting information strengthens the application as it helps
us to assess overall viability of the project and how our funds could help move the project
forward.
8.

Business Plan.

9.

Valuation report, if applicable, for example to support the calculation of a
conservation deficit, or in relation to the financing of the project.
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10.

Building condition report / structural survey.

11.

Heritage Statement and Impact Assessment.

12.

Copy of briefs for development work.

13.

List of consultants invited to quote for the development work and a copy of the
preferred quotation or tender.

14.

Job description and person specification of the individual(s) who will be working on
the project (either existing staff or new staff to be appointed.

15.

Curriculum Vitae of the individual recruited to work on the project.

16.

Calculation of overhead costs allocation (using the full cost recovery method).

17.

Project fundraising strategy, plus confirmation of awards secured to date.

18.

Relevant correspondence with potential project funders.

19.

Copies of any grant offer letters (relating to the work you are asking us to fund).

20.

Partnership agreement or Memorandum of Understanding.

21.

Any other relevant information you think we need to see.

Additional items for Capital Work Grants
22.

Design drawings to RIBA 3 or 4, as applicable.

23.

Copy of listed building consent and planning permission.

24.

Cost Plan (detailed breakdown of capital costs).

25.

Tender report setting out the basis for selecting the chosen building contractor, plus
a copy of the selected tender. A minimum of three competitive tenders will need to
be obtained. If tenders have not been sought prior to application, this information
will need to be provided prior to work starting on site.

26.

Project delivery timetable or programme, taking into account anticipated timing of
any outstanding funding decisions.

27.

Risk Register/Risk Management Plan.

28.

Details of any project management or other professional services related to project
delivery included in your grant request.

Section 6: Declaration and Submission
6.2

Confirm and Submit
You need to tick the boxes to confirm that you have permission to apply and that you understand how we will
use the information submitted to us.
When you are happy, click the Submit button. A copy of your completed responses will be emailed to the
primary contact email address.
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